This paper investigates the parallelization of molecular dynamics simulations. Topics addressed here include the development of abstractions that support alternatives to traditional neighbor-list based approaches to molecular dynamics simulations, the evaluation of alternative methods for domain decomposition and program synchronization, and the design of a exible framework for constructing realistic molecular dynamics simulations. Moreover, this framework is designed to be suitable for implementation of programs for both shared and distributed memory MIMD multiprocessors. One speci c problem addressed by our research is that MD simulations often scale poorly with increases in system sizes and in numbers of processors, in part due to the commonly used neighbor list approach. Our research uses a domain decomposition approach that exploits molecular locality to reduce overall computation and to attain good scalability. Experimental evidence concerning scalability and performance is gathered on KSR supercomputers.
Introduction
Despite the growing use of parallel computing by the scienti c community, few non-trivial scienti c applications speci cally designed for modern multiprocessors are available for general study and experimentation. While scienti c \kernels" are more common, their use can be problematic because they fail to take into account many aspects of the complex nature of real applications. Similarly, simpler parallel applications like small scale sorting, matrix multiplication and gaussian elimination may be insu ciently interesting as objects for experimentation with techniques like dynamic load balancing, program steering and runtime program con guration. This paper presents MD, a molecular dynamics simulation. MD is a complete high-performance parallel molecular dynamics system. It o ers abstractions with which programmers can implement e cient strategies for managing the control and data ow required for the basic molecular dynamics calculations as well as for global statistics and scienti c visualization. In addition, MD is designed to support experimentation with alternative methods of domain decomposition and of thread synchronization, and with alternative approaches to exploiting molecular locality. Related work in this area includes Smi91, Rap91] , both of which describe computational approaches similar to the one taken in MD. In particular, they describe the linked-cell method of distributing computation in molecular dynamics simulations. As in MD, the linkedcell method assigns particles to processors based on their location in three dimensional cells (domains in MD) of size greater or equal to cuto distance. In addition to the exploitation of molecular locality, the algorithm presented here di ers from the linked-cell approach in that it supports domains of arbitrary shapes and has no restrictions on the sizes of those domains.
MD is written using Cthreads, a multiprocessor threads package that supports thread-based parallelism and provides portability between a variety of shared-memory multiprocessor and uniprocessor platforms.
Although MD is currently implemented on shared-memory multiprocessors, its basic structure is easily adapted for and ported to distributed-memory machines. In addition to this portability, MD o ers substantial exibility in its support for experimentation with alternative domain decompositions or synchronization methods, or with alternative approaches to exploiting molecular locality. Accordingly, an important contribution of this paper is the presentation of various aspects of MD's design, the tradeo s involved and their e ects on performance. These discussions form the bulk of Sections 3 and 4 serve to support the main conclusions of this work.
One important conclusion of our research is that molecular locality can be successfully exploited to reduce computational complexity. A second conclusion is that exibility in terms of being able to support multiple elements, molecular systems, schemes for domain decomposition, and communication/synchronization methods need not increase computational costs. On the contrary, such exibility is important in order to attain high performance for applications written with MD.
Examining the design and behavior of MD is useful for several reasons. First, the application itself is of interest to molecular dynamicists because many similar molecular dynamics programs can be built within the modular framework of MD. Second, applications designers may bene t from an understanding of the tradeo s made in MD's implementation. Third, MD provides computer scientists with a portable, complex and dynamic sample high performance application for use in the investigation of topics in operating or programming systems for high performance parallel machines. This paper rst presents the structure of the general MD computation and our basic approach to its parallelization. Section 3 then examines some of the important design tradeo s within the basic approach.
To simplify the presentation at this stage, the paper only considers issues central to the molecular dynamics simulation itself, which is called Core MD. Next an analysis of the application's performance in various circumstances is presented, including studies of the e ects of exploiting molecular locality and using different domain decompositions. Finally, the paper discusses aspects of the application that are not covered in the discussion of Core MD and presents our conclusions.
The Structure of MD Computation
The solution technique employed in the type of molecular dynamics simulations supported by MD is as follows: given the locations of all particles in the system, calculate the forces on each particle, calculate movement of the particles in some time interval t, update the locations and repeat.
Discounting global statistics, analysis, and visualization, the most computationally intensive aspect of this solution technique is the calculation of the long-range pair interactions between particles. This calculation is O(n 2 ) in complexity, where n is the total number of particles in the worst case. In comparison, calculating the forces resulting from intra-molecular bond interactions is an O(n) computation. In order to reduce computational demand, it is common to employ a cuto radius. Particles outside the cuto radius are assumed to have a net zero contribution to the calculation.
Problem Description
MD speci cally targets physical systems where most or all of the particles are bound into the larger association of a physical molecule. The sample application exercising MD is a physical simulation used by physicists at Georgia Tech XORL92] . The simulation is designed to investigate evolutionary trends of the structure and dynamics of n-hexadecane (C 16 -H 34 ) lms on a crystalline substrate modeling Au(001).
In this simulation, the alkane system is described via intramolecular and intermolecular interactions between pseudoatoms (CH 2 and terminal CH 3 segments) and the substrate atoms. The calculational cell is a square cylinder which is periodically repeated in the x-y directions. Temperature is controlled via infrequent scaling of the particles' velocities. For this sample system, the pseudoatoms are represented as MD particles. The alkanes are represented as MD molecules. For purposes of implementation, the substrate is also organized into \molecules", although it is in fact a particle lattice. This results in a more regular code structure and allows MD to take advantage of the spatial locality of these substrate \molecules".
The alkanes remain associated in a chain with very predictable bond lengths throughout the simulation.
This provides an implicit locality that can be exploited. The next section provides a global view of our implementation.
Parallelization Scheme
MD employs a spatial-decomposition approach to parallelization. The physical system is divided into spatial domains, and each domain is allocated to a processor. Molecules are assigned to domains by their centers of mass, and the processor on which a domain is placed is responsible for calculating the forces on the domain's alkanes. In order to calculate the forces on its alkanes due to the presence of alkanes in other domains, each processor must obtain information from all spatial domains whose particles might a ect its own, called neighbor domains. The number of neighboring spatial domains is determined by the geometry of the domains, the sizes of the domains, and the size of the cuto radius. The information ow between domains represents the main communication requirement for this class of MD applications, and it must take place once for each simulation timestep. Other communication requirements include the occasional need to calculate a global temperature value to control the temperature of the simulation. This is done infrequently for stable systems and has little impact on overall communications.
Given this approach, the basic process of simulation involves the following steps from each processor:
1. obtain needed particle location information from neighbor domains, 2. calculate all the forces on local particles, 3. apply the calculated forces to yield new particle positions, and 4. publish the new particle locations.
In addition to particle location information that is exchanged as in steps 1 and 4 above, processors must exchange information about molecules that are moving from one domain to another. In practice, this is a small amount information that is easily piggybacked onto the normal particle location exchange, and its impact on the computation is minimal. The force calculation of step 3 can be further broken down into three substeps for calculating the following forces:
1. intra-molecular forces, 2. inter-molecular forces due to other particles in the same spatial domain, and 3. inter-molecular forces due to particles in neighbor domains.
Interestingly, only the last of these force contributions actually depends on information from other domains. Thus the rst two calculations can proceed in parallel with the communication step. To facilitate latency hiding for communications, the MD framework not only permits association of execution threads with domains, as explained above, but it also facilitates latency hiding for communications by permitting the use of a separate thread for the intra-molecular calculations, so that those calculations can proceed while the processor's main thread performs the communication steps. The facilities o ered by MD for synchronization, latency hiding in communications, and for creation and deletion of execution threads rely on the Cthreads parallel programming platform described elsewhere Muk91].
Summary of Core MD
The sections above describe the computational core of MD, which would serve as a starting point for abstracting a computational \kernel" from MD. However, as with many complex applications, this computationally intensive core comprises less than one third of the actual code. Interesting non-core aspects of the application are presented in Section 5. For clarity of presentation, the main components of the core are summarized below.
The rst abstraction o ered in MD is that of a particle, which is the basic dynamic element of the simulation. Each particle is represented by a data structure containing the elements' type, location, derivatives of motion and elds for the accumulation of forces on the element. All particles in MD are members of molecules, which are de ned as sets of particles that exhibit some spatial locality throughout the simulation. Molecules are represented as data structures which contain an array of particles as well as additional information about the molecule itself, such as its center of mass, its spatial extent (or bounding box), and the number of particles it contains.
Molecules are located in a two or three dimensional space and this system simulation space is divided into one or more domains. The number and con guration of the domains is a decomposition. A decomposition is characterized by the number of domains it contains, the neighbor lists of those domains, and a function that maps coordinates in simulation space to domains. Entire molecules are assigned to the domain which contains their center of mass. The domain assignment of a molecule may change as the molecule moves in space during the course of the simulation. Domain are the units of allocation of data and of execution threads to processors. At least one thread is associated each domain and that thread is responsible for performing both the intra-molecular computations for the domain's molecules and the intermolecular computations for its and its neighbor domains' molecules. However, additional execution threads may be created within each domain in order to overlap inter-domain communications with computations internal to each domain.
3 System Design The parallelization approach described above is the result of several design tradeo s. For example, an early decision in MD implementation was to attempt to avoid the large memory requirements typical with traditional interaction list approaches. While interaction lists are an attempt to reuse previous interaction decisions to reduce simulation computation requirements, MD tries instead to reduce these requirements by exploiting the intrinsic spatial locality of a molecule. Given this decision, it is natural to choose the molecule, rather than the particle, as the basic unit of decomposition. This has the advantage of eliminating the reassembly of molecules for intra-molecular force calculations, but it also introduces the additional complexity in domain decomposition. Speci cally, because a molecule can span a domain boundary and because that whole molecule must be assigned to one domain, domain boundaries are somewhat fuzzy. This fuzziness a ects load balancing and domain geometries. Several important characteristics of the design of MD are described next.
Geometry and Neighbor Lists
Earlier discussion states that each processor must obtain information from \nearby" or neighbor domains in order to compute the forces on its particles. What domains comprise the neighbor domains depends upon the geometry of the spatial decomposition and the size of the cuto radius being used. If two domains are su ciently close for molecules assigned to one domain to a ect molecules assigned to another, those domains are neighbors. All neighbor domains for each domain are recorded in the domain's neighbor list.
For simple systems, the neighbor list for each domain may be as small as two. This is the case in certain slab-based decompositions where the neighbor list for each processor contains the domains that are physically adjacent to a that processor's domain. For example, consider the simple domain decomposition depicted in Figure 1 . The physical system is represented as a box divided into 8 domains along a single While the simplest decompositions are slices over one or more dimensions, the MD framework is quite exible regarding decomposition geometries. This is important because a spatial domain and its molecules comprise the unit of allocation to a processor, so that the spatial decomposition strongly a ects the resulting communication patterns, computational load balancing, and subsequently, the performance of the parallel code. MD is written so that given the set of domains and their neighbor lists, any style of decomposition can be supported. This is also of considerable importance when simulating oddly-shaped or irregular systems. Section 4 will discuss the performance e ects using di erent spatial decompositions in the simulation.
To establish a new decomposition in MD, simply calculate a neighbor list for each domain and provide a function, coords to domain(), that returns the containing domain when evaluated on a coordinate in the simulation space. In the shared-memory implementation of MD, a domain's neighbor list is actually a list of pointers to data structures called exports structures. The exports structure contains, among other things, the list of particle locations as well as the mutexes, conditions and state variables necessary to control access to that list. Each domain maintains its private copy of an exports structure and also has pointers to the exports structures of its neighbors. While communication between neighboring domains might take place via messages in a distributed memory implementation of MD, in its shared memory implementation, communication entails processors accessing information in, and performing appropriate synchronization operations on, items in their own and their neighbors' export structures.
Because the nature of the decomposition has a dramatic e ect upon system performance and because the disposition of the particles in the system changes over time, it is also important to consider the possibility of changing a decomposition dynamically, while the simulation is running. The mechanisms in place to handle molecules moving from one domain to another make this a relatively straightforward task. After updating each particle's location based on the latest results of the force calculations, each processor invokes the coords to domain() function on each of its molecules to determine if any molecules have crossed into another domain. Molecules which are found to have crossed are placed in the moving list in the processor's exports data structure. When neighboring domains access the exports data structure to acquire new particle location information, they evaluate the coords to domain() function for each molecule there and adopt any that now belong to their domain. If, rather than molecules moving, the domain boundary itself changes between iterations, then the transferred molecules are simply treated like molecules whose motion has carried them from one domain to another. Our experimentation with dynamically modifying domain boundaries through program monitoring and steering presented in EGSM94] demonstrates the importance of this ease of change in domain boundaries.
Communication and Global Synchronization
One of the steps in the breakdown of local computation described in Section 2.2 above was \obtain 
Shared Memory Systems
As described brie y above, in a shared-memory implementation the communication requirement is more clearly understood as a synchronization requirement. Each processor can place a list of the locations of its particles in a memory location visible to its neighbors. A processor cannot perform all pair calculations for iteration n+1 until it has its neighbors particle locations for iteration n. Once nished with iteration n+1, a processor cannot update the particle locations in its own list until it is sure that its neighbors are nished with the data for iteration n. The simplest way to enforce these conditions is to use barrier synchronization, thereby ensuring that no processor updates its locations too soon or starts the next iteration before its neighbors are ready. Figure 3 depicts the stages of MD computation when barrier synchronization is employed.
One disadvantage of the use of barrier synchronization is that it forces all processors to wait for a single tardy processor when strictly only that processor's neighbors must wait. Barrier synchronization also makes no use of the fact that some of the force computations for iteration n+1, such as the intramolecular force calculations, can actually proceed before neighboring particle location information for iteration n is obtained. Using looser synchronization would potentially allow some processors to get ahead of their neighbors, within the constraints mentioned in the paragraph above. This additional exibility can improve program performance by allowing useful computation to be performed in times when the barrier model 
Distributed Memory Systems
Although MD is only now being ported to a non-shared memory environment, its e cient operation in both shared and distributed memory architectures is a critical design goal of MD. Toward this end, the shared-memory version of MD isolates processor memory interactions to a few locations in the code.
Speci cally, the core MD calculation exploits shared memory only for exchanging particle location information and for calculating system temperature values. Of these two, information exchange for temperature calculations is less important because in a stable system, temperature control is not necessary on every iteration. Furthermore, a distributed memory implementation of this computation can be performed with a small number of global sum and broadcast operations, both of which are typically directly supported by the hardware of target high performance machines.
The exchange of particle location information is considerably more important to the performance of 
Use of Molecular Locality
In molecular dynamics simulations which employ a cuto radius, a common implementation technique is to maintain, for each particle in the system, an interaction list of all other particles within this cuto radius. Interaction lists represent an attempt to exploit temporal locality, the quality that decisions about particle interactions made in one iteration are much the same as the iterations before and after. The lists provide a means by which decisions about which particles interact can be saved and reused from iteration to iteration, thus reducing the overall computational requirements of the simulation. While such lists can often be used for several iterations, they must periodically be recomputed because particle motion will eventually render them invalid. However, the use of interaction lists has several disadvantages.
In particular, the problem of computing and updating the interaction list grows with the square of the number of particles in the simulation, and the interaction list's memory requirements can be quite large.
One of the design goals of MD was to utilize molecular locality to help reduce the overall calculation.
Molecular locality exploits the quality that the particles in a particular molecule are physically close to each other and that this can be utilized to reduce the computational demands of making interaction decisions.
The use of these techniques does not imply that interaction lists cannot be used as well. In fact, molecular locality could be exploited in order to reduce the cost of computing interaction lists. However, if molecular locality is e ective enough, its exploitation may obviate the need for interaction lists. This would be particularly advantageous in situations where the memory requirements for interaction lists may be the limiting factor in how large a system can be simulated.
To examine the exploitation of molecular locality in MD, rst consider the basic set of nested FOR loops required to calculate the pair forces as abstracted below:
FOR each mol1 in local alkanes FOR each mol2 in local alkanes + imported alkanes + substrates] FOR each particle in mol1 FOR each particles in mol2 if (particle distance > cuto ) exit loop; compute pair forces; END FOR END FOR END FOR END FOR MD adds some conditionality to this basic structure to exploit molecular locality in several ways. This conditionality is expressed in Figure 5 . The rst conditional exploits molecular locality to eliminate some set of particles from further consideration for pairwise computations. Speci cally, associated with each molecule are a set of coordinates de ning its bounding box, which is the maximum extent that the molecule has in space. If the distance between the bounding boxes of two molecules is greater than the cuto radius, no particle from one such molecule can exert force on particles of the other. Therefore, by comparing the bounding boxes of two molecules at the rst conditional, it can quickly be determined whether they are too far apart to ever interact. This check can potentially eliminate hundreds of distance calculations in the FOR each mol1 in local alkanes FOR each mol2 in local alkanes + imported alkanes + substrates] if (molecules cannot interact) exit loop; # rst conditional FOR each particle in mol1 if (particle cannot interact with mol2) exit loop; # second conditional FOR each particle in mol2 if (particle distance > cuto ) exit loop; # third conditional compute pair forces; END FOR END FOR END FOR END FOR Spatial locality is also exploited in another way in MD. Because of the loop structure, the second and third conditionals are evaluated rst for one particle, then for the next particle in the alkane chain, etc.
Because the bond length is fairly stable, adjacent particles are never far apart, and one can often use the results of one calculation to predict the results of the next several calculations. This chain locality can be exploited to eliminate expensive distance calculations. For example, if the rst particle in a molecule is outside the cuto radius by more than three bond lengths, then at least the next three particles in that molecule will also be outside that cuto radius. Section 4.3 examines the e cacy of these techniques for exploiting molecular locality.
Performance Evaluation
The evaluation of MD presented in this section focuses largely on the performance of the abstractions presented in the previous section. Speci cally, we rst compare the performance of the molecule-based domain description in MD with the performance of an interaction list based molecular dynamics application running on a Cray YMP. Next, this section explores the performance characteristics of MD abstractions in detail by examining di erent physical systems and by evaluating some of the design tradeo s presented above. In addition, we consider MD performance with di erent characteristics of the simulated system, including the decomposition geometries and the number of processors involved. One conclusion we draw from these results is that many of the important performance characteristics of MD vary considerably depending upon the nature of the particular physical system being simulated. This supports our hypothesis that the exibility and con gurability of the MD framework are critical for attaining high performance across a range of MD simulations. Normative comparison. Our base point of comparison is a Fortran program that simulates this system using the commonly used interaction list technique. It has been used in previous experimentation by the physicists with whom we are working. Table 1 At most 60 of the 64 nodes were employed because several nodes are reserved for operating system functions and cannot be used by applications. library (Cthreads) to remove any speci c operating system ine ciencies. Given these results, it is fair to say that parallel MD on the KSR can attain supercomputer performance. This is especially satisfying given the relative slowness of KSR processors as compared to the Cray YMP machine.
It would be misleading to use the numbers from this table for any direct comparison of interaction list techniques vs. molecular representations of particles. A practical reason that troubles a comparison is that the speci c solution algorithms used in the Fortran code are slightly di erent from those used in MD, and the Fortran code has not been optimized or parallelized for the KSR. Furthermore, the performance of MD is a ected by more factors than just the number of particles in the physical system. 2 More fundamentally, MD's approach and interaction list techniques are each seeking to exploit di erent aspects of physical simulations, and their performance will di er considerably depending on the nature of the system under simulation. As was discussed in Section 3.3, interaction lists make assumptions about the presence of temporal locality in interactions. One can remove these assumptions by recalculating interaction lists on every timestep, thereby obviating the need for keeping the lists but also signi cantly degrading performance.
Similarly, MD assumes the presence of molecular locality and if that assumption were removed to put it on par with the interaction list approach, its performance may be degraded to perhaps the same level.
Because these factors make it di cult to compare MD with interaction list based approaches, we instead present the results in Table 1 (and in Table 2 below) to establish that the techniques employed in MD are of similar power to the interaction list approach. This is a valuable conclusion because the MD approach is much more memory e cient than keeping interaction lists and would allow simulation of systems whose memory demands may be too excessive under the interaction list approach. Furthermore, the remainder of this section will show that MD's performance scales well with machine size and improves considerably for larger system sizes. This implies that MD has the potential to greatly outperform interaction lists for some types of simulated systems.
Speedup results. While the performance achieved above is satisfying, it is more important in the long term to understand how MD will scale to larger physical systems and to larger parallel machines. Of particular importance is how computational costs change when using the MD framework. For an interaction list based application, we would expect the time required to compute a timestep to rise with with the square of the number of particles involved in the simulation. For MD, the function expressing computational cost is considerably more complex. In order to explain MD computational costs, let us rst examine the sample system. Figure 6 compares the actual iteration times for MD and for the sample system with the iteration times one would expect assuming perfect speedup (i.e., the time for one processor divided by the number of processors). Note that while the iteration time decreases with an increasing number of processors, speedup is not linear. This behavior can be explained with certain characteristics of the sample physical system being simulated. In this system, the cuto radius amounts to 13:4% of the x-y extent of the system and a stretched out alkane can span up to 43% of the same extent. One consequence of these numbers is that the system is very highly coupled. At least in the x and y dimensions, no domain can be so far from another domain that none of molecules could interact. This means that regardless of the way the system is decomposed, each domain must have all other domains as members of its neighbor list, or some potential interactions might be missed. Therefore, independent of system decomposition, every processor must communicate with every other processor on every timestep.
In general, global communication in every timestep is a major performance problem for physical simulations on parallel machines, but it cannot be avoided for the sample system because the integrity of the calculation must be maintained. Other parameters will also a ect the speed at which a timestep can be calculated. These parameters include characteristics of the simulated system (such as density and cuto radius) as well as parameters easily varied with MD (such as the number of processors employed and the decomposition scheme). Because changing the physical simulation a ects the behavior of MD, it is important to understand how the time required to calculate a timestep varies with these parameters in order to evaluate the utility of MD's exibility. The next section will examine some of the consequences of changing the physical parameters for a single simulated system.
Di erent Physical Systems
In order to further examine the behavior of MD, we have created arti cial physical systems that di er from the base sample system in various characteristics. These systems have been derived from the original base system by mechanical processes such as particle trimming and replication. While simulations so created do not necessarily have signi cance to the physics community, they should give an indication of the behaviors of actual simulations with similar characteristics. In the case of scalar performance, we compare MD to the FORTRAN interaction list implementation. These comparisons are not possible for parallel MD because of the absence of a comparable parallel FORTRAN code.
The Thin64 system. One arti cial system which was examined is called Thin64. It was created by \thinning" the base system by a factor of 64 (removing all but every 64 th molecule and substrate) and placing 64 copies of the trimmed system in an 8 8 grid. The resulting system has roughly the same number of alkanes and substrate elements as the base system, but it is considerably less dense and should have fewer interactions than the base system. More important from the point of view of MD's performance, however, is that the ratio of cuto radius and molecular extent to the dimension of the system have been diminished by 8. The result is a substantially less coupled system. Table 2 : Compute time required for a single iteration for MD and interaction list approaches on a single KSR-1 processor for both base and thin64 systems.
Scalar Performance
and 40% more substrate particles 3 , MD is able to accomplish an iteration in only 8:8 seconds using a single processor on the KSR-1. This is less than half of MD's iteration time for the base system and less than one third of the time required by the interaction list implementation. This result e ectively illustrates that for some physical systems, MD's molecular locality based approach can have signi cant performance advantages over interaction lists.
Parallel Performance While the results shown in Table 2 are compelling, there are also interesting di erences when it comes to the parallel performance of MD. The fact that the Thin64 system has more elements than the base system is an artifact of the method used to produce it. of processor employed a ect the behavior of MD. The e ciency of MD can be a ected by almost every characteristic of the sample system, including density, uniformity, typical bounding box size and even typical molecule orientation. However we do not characterize MD performance by such high-level system characteristics because, while they do interact in complex ways to a ect the e ciency of the simulation, they are not variables that one is typically free to change. Instead, the remainder of this section examines the value of the novel aspects of MD's design, including its use of molecular locality to reduce computational load and its exibility with respect to the nature of the domain decomposition and the synchronization scheme employed.
Because the characteristics of the simulated physical system do impact many aspects of we will employ several other arti cially generated physical systems below. Systems named Thinxx have been created much like Thin64, by thinning the original system by a factor of xx and replicating it xx times. This process reduces the real density while maintaining roughly the same number of particles as the original system. Systems named Flatxx have been created by chopping o the top 75% of the alkanes in the original system and replicating the result xx times. These systems have physical characteristics similar to the original system, but lower computational demands than simply replicating the original. The Flat and Thin systems respectively represent relatively tightly and loosely coupled systems of various scales. In the course of these discussions we have used a variety of these synthetic systems as appropriate to illustrate various points. These sample systems cannot span the full range of system characteristics, but they are indicative of how changes in these characteristics can a ect the characteristic of MD performance.
Molecular Locality Exploitation
As discussed in Section 3.3, MD uses molecular locality exploitation and avoids the use of interaction list techniques for reducing the overall computational load of the pairwise calculations. While it is possible to use molecular locality and interaction lists together, the results presented in Section 4.1 indicate that molecular locality exploitation alone can achieve performance similar to that of approaches involving interaction lists. However, the e ciency of molecular locality exploitation can vary depending upon a variety of factors speci c to the system being simulated. In particular, the proportion of potential interactions that is rejected at each level of the nested loop performing pairwise computations varies with several characteristics of the simulated system, including: the cuto radius being used, the overall size of the physical system, the speci c geometry of the domains, the number of particles in a molecule and the average sizes of molecule bounding boxes. These characteristics are speci c to the physical system being simulated and may even change over the course of a given simulation. This section explores issues a ecting the e ciency of locality exploitation in the simulation of physical systems.
Of the conditional expressions in Figure 5 , only the third is required for correct execution of the code.
The rst two exist only to reduce overall computational load by providing for the early elimination of some potential interactions. Their value depends on both their cost and the number of potential interactions they are able to eliminate. However, as is mentioned above, the number of interactions being eliminated depends on a variety of factors. Analysis is further complicated by our attempt to exploit the chain locality discussed in Section 3.3. Exploiting chain locality means attempting to infer the results of several comparisons from a single distance calculation. Whether or not exploiting such chain locality is worthwhile depends both on the time required to make this inference and the quality of the predictions being made.
Because this quality also varies across di erent physical systems, this decision must also be made for each particular simulation. In summary, the decisions to be made for each physical system are whether to exploit molecular locality at the rst two conditionals and whether to exploit chain locality at the second and third conditionals.
Decisions concerning the e cacy of exploiting molecular and chain localities may be based on measurements evaluating (1) the computational costs of the conditional operations (compared to implementations not utilizing them), (2) the percentage of interactions eliminated at each level, and (3) for levels in which chain locality is exploited, the percentage of conditionals actually computed rather than inferred. Table 3 lists some of these measured values for several physical systems and for several decompositions of each of those systems.
In analyzing the bene ts of locality, the interesting cases are not those in which particles actually interact, which implies that computations must pass through all conditionals and reach the \compute pair system number of decomposition Level 1 forces" stage. What impacts the e ciency of the conditional tests is at what level non-interactions are eliminated. If a rst-level tests can determine that two n-particle molecules can never interact, then n comparisons are saved at the second level or n 2 comparisons are eliminated at the third level (if there were no second-level test). At the same time, if the rst level test takes longer than the average number of computations eliminated in the second and third level tests, then it is clearly of no bene t. To see how costs and probabilities interplay, one can examine the situation for the rst conditional. In our KSR implementation, the rst conditional requires 14.9 microseconds to compute. A simple implementation of the second conditional executes for 11.3 microseconds. If p is the fraction of potential interactions eliminated, then the rst conditional is bene cial only if (11:3 n p > 14:9). That is, the rst conditional is bene cial if on average the cost of the checks it eliminates (11:3 n p) is larger than its own cost (14:9). 4 For 16 particle systems (n = 16) then, the rst conditional is bene cial if p, the fraction of molecules eliminated, is greater than 8%. That is, the rst level test can pass 92% of the molecular pairs it evaluates and still be a computational improvement over doing no test and passing all pairs. A check of the \Level 1" column in Table 3 shows that all the systems studied pass many fewer potential interactions at the rst level than this 92% maximum. Thus, the use of the rst level conditional is of clear bene t in all of the systems studied in our work.
The computational bene ts of using the second level conditional are less apparent. An analysis using a cost of 1.75 microseconds for the third level conditional reveals that to be bene cial, the second conditional must eliminate at least 40% and pass less than 60% of the interactions that reach it. Table 3 shows that some systems pass more than 60% of the computations at level 2, so for those systems the second level conditional actually consumes more computation time than it eliminates. Unfortunately, we know of no simple property of a system that can predict whether this conditional will be costly or bene cial.
The result for a particular system may even change as the system changes during simulation. A exible implementation can choose to use the conditional only when it is e ective.
An analysis of the value of exploiting chain locality yields somewhat inconclusive results for our sample physical systems. For example, the KSR implementation of the third conditional executes in 1.75 microseconds. If chain locality is utilized, the third conditional requires 7.1 microseconds when it must recompute from scratch, but only 0.5 microseconds to use a previously inferred decision. This implies that to be worthwhile, chain locality must infer 80% and compute at most 20% of the conditionals at this level.
At the second level, the normal conditional requires 11.3 microseconds, while the inferring and inferred require 20.6 and 0.74 microseconds respectively. With these numbers, chain locality is of bene t as long as a maximum of 50% of the conditionals are computed and the rest inferred. An examination of Table 3 shows that for the physical systems and decompositions presented, chain locality reaps no bene t at the third level, but is sometimes bene cial at the second level. As is the case for the second level conditional, we know of no simple property of the system that can predict whether or not chain locality will be e ective.
It is clear from the results above that the exploitation of molecular locality is an e ective technique for reducing the overall computational load of the pairwise computations. However its varying e ectiveness Table 4 : Computation times for several systems with di erent synchronization schemes.
indicates that exibility and adaptability in the application of this technique is important to maintain the highest performance. Though not directly substantiated by results here, it is intuitively clear that molecular locality exploitation will be most e ective if the physical extent of the molecule (and thus of the bounding box) is small. If the molecules are exible, like the polymers in the base system, this implies that locality e cacy may vary as the simulation proceeds and may even vary from domain to domain within a run. While static decisions about the levels at which to exploit molecular locality may provide satisfactory results, dynamic con guration techniques similar to those explored in MS93] may be useful in obtaining the highest performance for a MD simulations.
Synchronization Costs
Section 3.2.1 presents di erent approaches to synchronization and particle location exchange, one based on barriers and the other two based on synchronization performed between neighboring domains. It was postulated that the looser neighbor-based synchronization models would result in performance gains. Table 4 presents the actual KSR-2 execution times when completing a simulation iteration for several di erent physical systems and decomposition strategies, with the three di erent synchronization styles mentioned in Section 3.2.1:
Barrier synchronization { where barriers are used to synchronize the computation, show in column Barrier.
Neighbor synchronization without forking { where synchronization takes place directly between processors holding neighboring domains, shown in column Simple under the heading Neighbor.
Neighbor synchronization with forking { where the intramolecular and local force calculations are performed in a separate thread to hide communication latency or to hide pauses for synchronization, shown in column Fork under the heading Neighbor.
One interesting conclusion from these measurements is that for many combinations of physical system, number of domains and decomposition style, performance is not a ected by the nature of the synchronization scheme. The use of neighbor synchronization shows a slight performance improvement over barrier synchronization only when smaller systems are spread over many processors and thus the iteration time is small. With fewer processors or with larger systems (i.e., longer iteration times), the ratio of computation to synchronization time is such that the e ect of using di erent synchronization schemes is negligible. Similarly, there are virtually no di erences between the Simple and Fork schemes. In fact, rather than reducing overall iteration time through hiding communication latency, the Fork times are uniformly slightly higher than simple neighbor synchronization.
One possible explanation for the relatively small di erences in iteration times with varying synchronization schemes may lie in the stability of the simulation itself. The additional exibility of neighbor synchronization is most useful if loads on individual processors vary slightly from iteration to iteration. In that circumstance, neighbor synchronization enables overlaps between iterations that that are not possible with barrier synchronization. However, if the computational load on the processors is stable, the particular processor that has the most load will tend to dominate the total execution time, and interleaving of iterations will not signi cantly bene t the calculation. While any implementation attribute that slows down this bottleneck processor will slow down the entire application, changes that don't cause slowdowns in this processor may not a ect the overall iteration time.
A highly stable load may also negate the bene ts of forking a separate thread to handle the intramolecular and local force calculations. Potentially, this thread would allow useful work to continue while a domain's main thread is waiting for synchronization with other processors. However, our experiments have shown that with a stable load the highest-load domain whose compute time dominates the iteration time never waits for synchronization. This situation results from the lower-load domains taking advantage of the exibility in the neighbor synchronization to work ahead of their slower neighbors. Where a faster (less loaded) processor might have to wait for a slower (more loaded) one to complete a some calculations, the slowest processor always nds its required data available and never pauses at synchronization points.
In this situation there are no synchronization gaps in which the extra thread might be executed, and its creation only adds the overheads of the thread fork() and join() operations.
The experiment experimental results presented in this section have not shown that exibility in the synchronization mechanism is bene cial, we are conducting further experiments which should provide di erent results. As part of our work on program steering which is discussed in EGK + 94], we are developing an external system that will perform dynamic load balancing in MD. When this system is in place, the e ects of changing load should demonstrate the value of the exibility in MD synchronization schemes.
Given the computationally intensive nature of MD simulation, the critical factor in the performance of MD on the KSR is the quality of the load balancing across di erent domains. Therefore, the exibility of domain decomposition in MD is critically important to the attainment of high performance for MD simulations. Speci cally, while iteration times di er only by a few percent when using alternative synchronization methods, minor di erences in load balance may cause performance degradation of as much as forty percent. This is discussed in more detail in the next section.
Load Balancing
The numbers reported for the Thin64 system in Figure 7 were achieved using a cylindrical decomposition, where each domain is a square cylinder of simulation space. To this point, this paper has presented only the best decompositions of the systems which have been examined. The geometry of the decomposition is an important factor in MD behavior, but, in the shared-memory implementation of MD, the most important geometric factor in determining the speedups available in any particular decomposition is how well the resulting computational loads are balanced across domains. This section presents performance The domain decompositions used in the measurements presented in previous sections have not relied strictly on geometry to establish domain boundaries. Instead, the boundaries were allowed to shift slightly in either direction, so that equal numbers of molecules are assigned to each. This balancing technique based on molecule counts is useful in the sample physical systems used in our evaluations because they can be decomposed into domains with nearly identical characteristics. Realistic MD simulations typically exhibit irregularities in system properties like molecular distributions, densities, etc. Such irregular systems require either a more complex model of MD computational costs, or they require the use of dynamic load balancing techniques to react to actual rather than predicted load. However, the probability of an unbalanced decomposition increases as the work is more thinly spread. As a result, the performance of the strict geometric decomposition is somewhat erratic and generally worse than the balanced decomposition by up to 40%. The results shown in Figure 9 were achieved using neighbor synchronization with forking. In keeping with the results presented in Section 4.4, the relative performances of the balanced and geometric decompositions do not vary with the synchronization scheme utilized.
The large di erences in performance caused by minor changes in decomposition geometry demonstrate the value of MD's exibility in domain geometry. While we have not yet experimented with systems that are much less uniform than the system described in Section 2.1, such uniformity is more likely to be the exception than the rule. Clearly, a domain decomposition that was a poor match for the physical system being simulated would su er even greater performance degradation than the example system here. These results are also indicative of the importance of dynamic load balancing as molecules move during the course of the simulation. The domain boundary shifts necessary to do dynamic rebalancing are among the class of simple decomposition changes that can be easily handled by mechanisms already in place in MD, as discussed in Section 3.1.
The previous section has examined the value of molecular locality exploitation and MD exibility in synchronization mechanisms and decomposition geometry. These characteristics determine much of the behavior of the computational core of MD. The code associated with what might be considered the core amounts to little more than one third of the entire application, however. The next section discusses non-core aspects of MD. cle trajectories or if rapid transfer of particle location information to another machine for online analysis is necessary, fast portable I/O becomes a major concern. Our experience with MD simulation indicates that meeting any one of these requirements may result in signi cant, additional computational requirements sometimes causing performance bottlenecks exceeding those presented by core computations.
Because the context of our work on program monitoring and steering requires the capabilities described in the previous paragraph, the MD system o ers support for both scienti c visualization and fast portable I/O. This section brie y describes MD's current approaches and capabilities and our plans for their future extension.
Binary I/O Library
One of the problems associated with large scienti c applications is that they often have large datasets to read and write. Sometimes these datasets are produced on one machine and analyzed on yet another. For speed, one would like to use a binary I/O formats, but writing data in binary usually makes it impossible to read on another machine. Converting the data to human-readable ASCII allows portability, but it both increases the size of the resulting data le as well as greatly increases the amount of time required to read and write it. Binary les also su er from the \forgotten format" problem. If data les have long lifetimes it is easy to lose track of exactly how the data le was written. If the le is in ASCII, there is some hope of examining the numbers and guessing the format, but if the le is binary there is little one can do to reclaim the data.
To address these problems, we have developed an I/O library for binary I/O that produces compact, self-describing les Eis94]. At the beginning of these les is information that describes the format of the records in the le, including the names, sizes and data types of the elds in the records. There is also information in the header about characteristics of the binary data, including the oating point format used by the machine, sizes of basic data types, and byte ordering employed. To support examination of these les, a simple utility program interprets the record format information in the header and converts the contents of the le to ASCII for easy human examination. The le format contains su cient information to make it easy to write programs that make few assumptions about their input data. For example, MD makes no assumptions about the number of alkanes or substrate particles in its input le. It simply reads as many records as exist. All the di erent physical systems mentioned in this paper are created with simple programs that read and write les using these routines. In addition, binary datasets created with these routines can be compared between the KSR supercomputer and Sun SPARCstations. While these routines have already proven their utility, they require some additional development. In particular, support for converting between di ering oating point formats is lacking and more support for user-de ned types is necessary.
Visualization Library
Scienti c visualization and data analysis are often thought of as after-the-simulation activities to be performed on stored simulation output. However, as analysis and visualization are becoming more complex, they are increasingly requiring parallelization themselves. This fact, coupled with the desire to allow greater scienti c insight during long simulation runs, implies that the supercomputers employed for high-speed simulations will soon be called upon to perform these visualization calculations as well as core simulation computations. Accordingly, MD includes a basic visualization capability, which can run concurrently with the core simulation. In response to this issue, MD initially provides online visualizations that avoid complex graphic rendering techniques. Speci cally, MD's renderer rst reduces three-dimensional particle locations to two dimensions via a viewing transformation and then sorts them in order of depth. Each particle is then drawn as a simple colored square with a black border. Such rendering is performed in back-to-front order so that shallower particles, which are visually closer, overwrite deeper particles (much like what is done in standard z-bu er algorithms). Rendering is parallelized only in that the production of frames is pipelined.
When data becomes available for the next frame, its computation is initiated on a di erent processor.
Therefore, if the computation of a single frame requires the same amount of time as three timesteps, then three frames will be computing concurrently. While the rst frame will not appear until after the third timestep, subsequent frames will appear on every timestep, lagging the computation by three frames.
Because of the success of this approach, we are now constructing higher quality visualization support based on the Silicon Graphics GL library, and we plan to evaluate the viability of such quality for online visualization.
A second issue addressed by our research concerns the available network bandwidth, which currently limits the speed of online visualization. A variety of improvements are underway. First, we are experimenting with data compression protocols and other means to overcome the bandwidth limitations. Second, we would like to enhance the visualization capabilities. Allowing interactive control over the visualization (to rotate, zoom, remove layers, etc.) and allowing di erent characteristics of the molecule (such as temperature, stress, etc.) to a ect how it is visualized are two promising possibilities. Third, we would like to exploit the capabilities of the parallel machine to produce a more visually pleasing image. The current rendering technique can provide only primitive depth cues. Ray tracing or some other technique would produce a much more comprehensible image.
Conclusions
This paper has presented a summary of the design of MD and an analysis of its basic performance characteristics. It has examined MD's scalability for moderate numbers of processors, presented in detail the performance of several aspects of MD, and discussed the features of MD that make it a non-trivial subject for additional studies.
The detailed performance analysis shows that the exploitation of molecular locality is a useful and viable approach to either supplement or supplant interaction-list based techniques. However the varying e cacy of molecular locality exploitation indicates that exibility and adaptability in the application of this technique is important to maintain the highest performance. The importance of balancing system load shows the value of matching the geometry of system domain decomposition with the shape and structure of the physical system being simulated. This strongly supports the conclusion that exibility in decomposition geometry is vital for insuring high performance of MD simulations.
Our current implementation of MD for shared-memory machines was designed to t distributed memory machine as well. We believe that the scalability of MD and the minimal impact that di erent synchro-nization strategies have on MD performance indicate that \design for distributed memory" is a successful approach to creating e cient shared-memory applications. Recently, it has also enabled easy porting of MD to distributed memory platforms KAS95].
